
 
 

‘THE MISTLETOE SECRET’ 

Synopsis 

 

Midway, Utah was once a beloved holiday destination, but competition from a new resort has all 
but destroyed the town’s holiday economy.  To help turn things around, Mistletoe Diner owner 
Aria Eubank (Kellie Pickler) lobbies famed travel curator Sterling Masters (Christopher Russell) 
to select Midway as the destination he highlights in this year’s “Sterling Masters Big Holiday 
Adventure.”  The entire town is thrilled when Masters announces Midway as his choice and 
everyone goes on the lookout to spot the popular travel host in Midway, since he will surely be 
coming there to experience Christmas in the town first-hand in order to write about it for his 
massive blog audience. 
 
When handsome stranger Alex Barlett (Tyler Hynes) shows up in Midway, everyone believes his 
claim that he is there to hole up and work on his mystery novel when in reality he is Masters’ 
best friend and the ghostwriter behind the travel guru’s success.  Over the next couple of 
weeks, Barlett genuinely falls in love with Midway and takes a shine to Aria, whose failed 
relationship in New York motivated her move back to Midway.  She is in control of her life and 
her emotions now and is not about to open her heart up again until she meets her “Mistletoe 
Man,” that guy who is willing to take big risks for her, like someone willing to climb the tallest 
tree in order to harvest the best mistletoe. 
 
When Masters himself arrives in Midway the town goes crazy for him and Aria, his biggest fan, 
finds herself swept up by his charisma.  Only her dad Mack (Patrick Duffy) seems to see 
through Masters’ façade as well as the charade that Alex Barlett is forced to maintain in order to 
protect Masters.  With every online post Masters makes about the wonders of Midway, Aria 
becomes more attracted to him and even begins to consider that he might just be the one she 
is meant to share her life with. 
 
But when the secret of Masters’ writing is revealed Aria is hurt and disillusioned, especially by 
Alex, who she feels only warmed up to her to further his career.  But Alex knows his heart and 
his true feelings for Aria.  He just has to figure out a way to convince her that he is her 
Mistletoe Man before it’s too late. 
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